The magnetic tunnel junction ͑MTJ͒ is an excellent system for investigating the spin-polarized electron coherent tunneling effect and both theoretical and experimental studies on the MTJ are interesting topics of current research. 1, 2 However, the studies of impedance as a function of magnetic field on MTJ are still rare which motivated us to study the impedance as a function of magnetic fields on a MTJ system.
Inverse magnetoresistance ͑MR͒ behavior has been reported in the MTJ structure with a dc measurement, 3, 4 but the inverse magnetoimpedance ͑MZ͒ properties have not been studied yet. Most research on the hysteresis properties of MTJ focuses on dc measurement and low frequency ac measurement, which show low resistance in the parallel state and high resistance in the antiparallel state. In this study, the frequency was raised to 40 MHz, and the magnetoimpedance, Z = ͉Z͉e i = R + iX in which X = X L -X C , 5-7 of a MTJ device was studied. The MZ ratio is defined as 100% ϫ ͑Z AP − Z P ͒ / Z P , where the subscript P ͑AP͒ stands for the parallel ͑antiparallel͒ magnetization orientation state of the MTJ.
The MTJ structures of Ru͑5͒ /Cu͑10͒ /Ru͑5͒ / IrMn͑10͒ / CoFeB͑4͒ /Al͑1.2͒-oxide/ CoFeB͑4͒ /Ru͑5͒ with dc-MR of 14.3% were deposited on Si/ SiO wafers using the magnetron sputtering system, where all thicknesses are given in nanometers, with the junction area of 6 ϫ 6 m 2 , as shown in Fig.  1 . The ac behavior was determined by using the HP4194 impedance analyzer with the 16047D fixture. A two-point contact was used in a frequency range from 100 Hz to 40 MHz with a fixed oscillating voltage of 0.5 V, together with an electromagnet which supplied a dc field up to ±500 Oe. Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence of the real part of impedance ͑R AP , R P ͒ and the imaginary part of impedance ͑X AP , X P ͒ for the MTJ in the parallel and antiparallel states. The R AP and R P curves decrease with increasing frequency, which indicates that the MTJ includes a significant capacitance effect. Therefore, a Maxwell-Wagner model capacitor consisting of dielectric material 8 circuit ͑EC͒ theory could be used to analyze our sample. The EC consists of two parts, the MTJ and the sensing circuit, as sketched in Fig. 1 . In the MTJ part, the circuit contains not only the resistance ͑R barrier ͒ and capacitance ͑C barrier ͒ from the barrier but also has contributions from the interfaces, R int and C int , respectively. In the other part, the circuit components contain a resistor, a capacitor, and an ignorable inductor; however, this part does not respond to the variation of the magnetic field. According to the EC theory, Z = R eff + iX eff can be expressed as follows:
The solid line of these equations as a function of frequency is displayed in Fig. 2 On closer inspection of the real part of the impedance value at the crossover frequency of 21.1 MHz, as shown in the inset panel, it emerges that the real part of the impedance in the parallel state is equal to that in the antiparallel state, and after the crossover frequency, the real part of the impedance in the parallel state is larger than that in the antiparallel state. This is due to the different frequency dependences of the resistance and capacitance of the MTJ in the parallel and antiparallel states. Therefore, with an ac in MTJ, the magnetic behavior can be switched by the driving frequency. The imaginary part of the impedance of the MTJ in the parallel state X P shows zero at a resonance frequency ͑f r ͒ of 17.7 MHz. This means that the reactance effect is zero at the resonance frequency in the parallel state, but the reactance effect of the MTJ in the antiparallel state at 17.7 MHz is not zero. According to the ratio calculation, it must have a high reactance ratio at 17.7 MHz. Therefore, we tried to take the hysteresis plots of R, X, and Z of MTJ at the interesting frequencies. Figures 3͑a͒-3͑c͒ show the real part ͑R͒, imaginary parts ͑X͒, and total impedance ͑Z͒ of the tunneling magnetoimpedance at frequencies of 100 Hz, 17.7 MHz, 21.1 MHz, and 40 MHz, respectively. The real part of the impedance decreases from 12.48% at 100 Hz to 1.85% at 17.7 MHz. It is very small ͑0.37%͒ at a frequency of 21.1 MHz, and the MR ratio changes signs after crossing the 21.1 MHz line. The MR ratio becomes −3.63% at 40 MHz, as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . The frequency dependent inverse behavior in the MR loop around a certain frequency is due to the competition among R and C parallel modes in the circuit. At a low frequency ͑f Ͻ 21.1 MHz͒, the effective impedance in this model, Z R is smaller than Z C , the R dominates, and most of the current goes through the R circuit. On the contrary, at a higher frequency ͑f Ͼ 21.1 MHz͒, Z R is larger than Z C , so the C dominates, and the reverse MR loop occurs. The imaginary part of the impedance exhibits the maximum value in its parallel state and the minimum value in its antiparallel state at frequencies of 17.7, 21.1, and 40 MHz, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The trend of the MX loop is mainly the capacitance effect in the MTJ. The capacitance is larger in the parallel state and smaller in the antiparallel state. [9] [10] [11] The magnetoimpedance MX shows maximum and minimum values of ±17 000% near a frequency of 17.7 MHz. This is due to the fact that the imaginary part of the impedance crosses zero at this resonance frequency. The frequency dependence by the total magnetoimpedance effect MZ loop is similar to that of the MR loop behavior, as shown in Fig. 3͑c͒ . MZ= MR+ i MX, and the MR loop reverses the shape while crossing the crossover frequency of 21.1 MHz. Consequently, MZ reverses its shape with quite similar behavior of the MR. Apparently, Fig. 3 shows that the magnetization reversal depends on the driving frequency of the sensing current. However, this is not true, as shown by a careful examination by magneto-optical Kerr effect ͑MOKE͒ measurements, since the hysteresis loops extracted by MOKE at the same time of MI measurements did not show any difference at different frequencies even around the f r .
The frequency dependences of the MZ, MR, and MX ratios are shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . The ratios of MZ and MR at 100 Hz are close to 13%. As the frequency increases, the MZ and MR ratio decreases, approaching zero near 21.1 MHz. This is due to the difference between the parallel and antiparallel states of Z and R being diminished as the frequency increases. However, beyond the crossover frequency ͑21.1 MHz͒, the MZ and MR ratios change their signs and become negative values, as shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . The MX ratio shows a divergent behavior at the resonance frequency ͑17.7 MHz͒. The value of the MX ratio is small at frequencies farther away from this resonance frequency, since the value of X P is very close to zero and changes its sign at the resonance frequency. Therefore, a small change in X AP would bring about a great change in the MX ratio ͑ϳ17 000% in the present sample͒. The MX ratio changes the sign near the resonance frequency, as shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ .
In summary, the ac behavior in a magnetic tunneling junction has been studied. We observed a huge enhancement of magnetoimpedance and an inversed MZ loop in a MTJ system. The MTJ can be regarded as a combination of resistances ͑R barrier , R int , R wire , R wire-1 ͒, inductances ͑L wire ͒, and capacitances ͑C barrier , C int , C wire ͒, and equivalent circuit theory can be used to analyze the ac behaviors of this system. The vanishing point of X P was found near the resonance frequency f r 17.7 MHz. The MX ratio changes its sign from negative at f Ͻ f r to positive at f Ͼ f r of the frequency dependence behavior. A huge change of more than ±17 000% has been observed in the imaginary part of the impedance between the magnetically parallel and antiparallel states of the MTJ. Furthermore, the inverse behavior of the magnetoimpedance loop occurs near 21.1 MHz, which is due to the crossover effect of the magnetocapacitance between magnetically parallel and antiparallel states. Our study suggests that MTJ is potentially a sensitive sensor for high frequencies.
